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A&M COLLEGE of TEXA
VoLUME XLIV, No. 3

Prairie View, Texas

OCTOBER

·28, 196

Schedule of Activities

Homecoming Activities Set Homecoming
Homecoming a ct ivities
are scheduled to begin
Thursday evening November 6 and will continue
through Sunday, November 9.
The coronation of Miss
Prairie View is scheduled
at 7 :30 p.m. Thursday,
November 6 in the Field
House. Friday, November
7 is the official opening
date for homecoming activities which traditionally
begin with the bonfire and
pep rally. The annual Pigskin Revue will feature
Martha Reeves and the
Van Dellias.
John Roberts and the
Hurricanes will play for
the
Alumni
Breakfast
Dance which begins at
1 :00 a.m. in the ballroom.

The reunion classes of
'09, '19, '29, '39, '49, '59,
and '69 will be honored
,
throughout the homecoming period. Meetings of the
various classes are scheduled both Friday evening
and Saturday morning.
The annual homecoming
parade will begin at 11
a.m. and will end as a part
of pre-game activities on
Blackshear
Field.
The
Panthers will entertain
Maryland State in the annual gridiron game.
Sunday's programs include chapel services at
11 :00 a.m. and vesper services at 7:30 p.m. featuring a fine arts presentation
by the Language Department.

-1969
(Honoring Classes '09
19, 29, 39, 49,
59, 69)

W. R. Banks (1881-1969)

College Mourns Passing
Of Former President

THURSDAY, NOV. 6
Miss P. V. Coronation
7:30 p.m. - Field House
No charge for admission
FRIDAY, NOV. "I
Bonfire-Pep Rally
Funeral services were who died in 1963.
7:00 p.m. - Front of
held on the college campus
One of the top Negro
Field House
Pigskin Revue
on Sunday, October 18 for educational leaders in the
Martha Reeves and the W. R. Banks, former Pres- nation, Mr. Banks at bis
Van Dellias
10:00 p.m. - Field House ident of Prairie View A&M retirement in 1946 served
College.
as a trustee for six collegAdmission: $2.50
MISS HOMECOMING Mr.
Banks,
who
was
88,
and universities, includMrs.
Celestine
Tisdale SATURDAY,NOV.8
Barnes of Roust.cm, Miss
Alumni Breakfast Dane died early Thursday morn- ing Texas Southern in
ing at a nursing home in Houston, Morehouse ColJohn Roberts and the
PV of 1959, will reign over
Hurricanes
Corsicana.
lege and Atlanta Univeractivities here next week1:00 a.m. - Ballroom
The
Reverend
I.
B.
Loud,
sity in Georgia, Lane Colend.
Student Center
pastor
of
St.
Paul
United
lege
in Tennessee, Miles
Admission: $2.00
Methodist
Church,
longCollege
in Alabama, and
Alumni
Class
Reunion
Black Power Visits PV
time college chaplain, Dal- Texas College, Tyler. He
Breakfast - Ballroom
8:00 a.rn.
las, Texas, delivered the was also an outstanding
Coffee and Coke Fellow- eulogy. Jones Mortuary of church leader, having servship, 10:00 a.m. Navasota was in charge of ed on the judicial board of
Alumni House
arrangements. The veteran the
Methodist
(CME)
Parade, 11 :00 a.m. Texas educator was buried Episcopal Church.
Through City around
Prairie View
in Prairie View Memorial
The former Prairie View
Pre-Game Activities
Cemetery alongside his head was born in Hartwell,
1 :00 p.m. - Blackshear
wife, Mrs. Glodinia Banks
See BANKS, Page 2
Field
An
unusually
large Prairie View should be
made
revelant
to
the
Black
Football
Game
(PV
vs.
crowd gathered on October
Maryland State), 2:00
15, 1969, in front of the students first as well as to
p.m. - Blackshear Field A Part of America
the
community
second.
The
Memorial Center to listen
Admission: $3.50
to visiting Black Power Black man, real men,
Students - Alumni
Reception, Following
Advocate Eugene Lock of should be to pressuring
Game until 6:30 p.m.,
Houston, speak on Black force in all revolutionary
Ballroom, Student Center
movements.
No
longer
Awareness and problems
No charge for admission
facing the Black Colleges should he take non-chalant
Student Dance, 9:00 p.m.
attitudes toward things,
of America.
- Old Gym
but become active and enNo charge for admission
Thomas W. Mosely, PresLock said "We must beergetic in action and not
SUNDAY,
NOV. 9
Prairie View was honor- audience telling them that
gin now to Think Black,
ident of local Alumni Club,
words.
Chapel Services, 11:00 ed this Thursday with the "the white man has made
Act Black and Be Black, if
In closing Lock left the 1969-70, received bachelor
a.m. - Ballroom
it painfully obvious that
we are to truly understand
syndicated
Vesper Services, 7:30 p.m. presence of
inspired students with this and Master degree from
he never really believed in
the real meaning of Black
columnist Carl T. Rowan
-Field House
statement. "Nothing is so PV. A ffigh School Adintegration."
Nationalism."
He
also
Fine
Arts
Presentation
as guest speaker for the
strong as an idea whose
Language Department
ministrator for thirty-four
placed special emphasis on
He also singled out Vice
President's convaction. Mr.
time has come, and nothing
"Mixed
Bag"
the fact that we SouthernPresident
Spiro T. Agnew
No charge for admission Rowan spoke to a large
is so weak as an idea years. Now retired and
ers are definitely behind
for
criticism.
"The averresiding at Prairie View.
whose time has passed."
and must work extremely
age black family today has
hard to catch up with the
only 60 per cent of the inSeattle's, Cleveland's, Chicome of the average white
cago's, and Baltimore's of
family,"
Rowan
said.
"Why, they've been bussthe rest of the United
ing in Maryland for 300
States.
years - bussing black kids
The main issue, howaway from home to keep
ever, was Black Unity.
them from going to school
Lock pointed out that we
with white kids. Rowan,
must help each other, bewhose column appears regcause the white man won't,
ularly in more than 150 U.
in order for us to progress.
S. newspapers, said AmerHe advised that all 4,000
ican Negroes are torn bePrairie View students give
tween leaders advocating
their support to the Stunonviolence,. militancy or
dent Government Associatotal
racial separatism.
tion in order to correct
"The black man is anwrong at Prairie View.
gry and confused, underAnd by supporting the
standably," he said. "He
SGA, it would be the first
lacks a clear sense of direcand a gigantic step toward
tion. There are separtists
Stopping Non-Unity at PV.
AUTOGRAPHS FOLLOWING CONVOCATION who want a Detroit within
"Riots are not the anDALLAS GAME The official Prairie View SPEECH - Columnist Carl Rowan gives first auto- a Detroit. "I have a builtswer. Nothing is gained by
Party
was
photographed
during
halftime. They are graph to Miss PV. President Thomas awarded plaque in bias against that kind
breaking a glass", stated
See ROW AN, Page 5
to the former diplomat.
Miss
PV
and
attendants
and
top
SGA official.
Lock. The campus of

es

Eugene Lock Speaks
To PV Students

"Here For The Duration"
Carl Rowan Tells Students
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Gifts - Interviews -Jobs

Twi-light Classes

Busy Recruiting Schedule

According to Dr. J. L.
Brown director of Continuing Education, over thirty-five staff members have
organized the first twi. light evening classes w~ich
' are now in full operation.
: Courses offered include
j one in Data Processing
~
and an Accelerated pro~
: gram for secretaries and
stenographers. Instruction I
covers shorthand, the use I
of office machines and of. fice management.
An effort is being made
to develop a full program
; of evening classes at the
college which will be de.
signed for staff members
Htl? YQ,,~t ,
! and persons living in comGIFT FROM FEDERAL DY AMICS - G. W.
muting distance and who I Lacy, Jr., presents check representing gift to Hubert
on campus talking t.o students and staff could benefit from such Smith, assistant to the president, Pla.ee Director Herabout the Peace Corps.
: courses.
, man L. Jones i pictured at left, and Harold Hunter
j
I of General Dynamics is at the right.

r-

PEACE CORPS - Field representative John Ware points out exhibit t.o
students. Mr. Ware spent several days

I

1

W. R. Banks- !
CONTINUED from Page I

I

:
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. Georgia and was educated
at Atlanta University. He
came to Texas College as
president in 1913 and was 1
i elected principal of Prairie
View A&M in 1926. He
;served 20 years before re; tirement and was later
i named a trustee at Texas
Southern in 1947 when the
Houston school became a
state supported institution.
His greatest thrust at
Prairie View was in the
area of teacher education
and the development of :
: services to public schools
and communities of the
1 state. Many
of the older'
i=:..,,,,,,...._..a.. ! buildings at the college
were constructed during
CAREER IX FEDERAL SERVICE - Herman
-··' his administration with
funds from mostly private Jones Placement Director (right) plans agenda with
Federal Service Repre. entatives McLendon Wilson,
sources.
MARINE RECRUITERS - Plenty the offerings made by the Marine Corps. : Survivors include two FFA (left): Mona Rushing, C C, and Melvin Asher
of int.erest was shown by students in
brothers - Jesse Banks of FFA.
,;;;;----------------;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; : Washington, D. C. and
-- - - - - - - - --- --Jabe Banks of Philadelst
· f~!a; ;ra~~ e~f
Georgia: and nephews, Inman White of Palestine >
, and William Banks of 1:--~--.._~_--_...
-_...._-:._--_--:._-_"':___....
_-:...:.~:_-..:--:.."::--:..=-~-=--....--:...:.~-:...:--:..-::--_-:._-_....._:-_....__:_:-_:_--_-:._~
Houston.

I

I
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M~~rt~!~~ GIVE TO THE BOY SCOUTS;
:>

24-HOUR SELF SERVICE
at

:President Appoints
!Class Sponsors

HEMPSTEAD WASHATERIA

;

I

Dr. A. I. Thomas recentTop Loading Speed Queen and Philco-Bendix
, ly appointed the class spon1 sors
for the Academic
Machines
School Year 1969-70. The
Bank and Post Office Block - Hempstead, Texas
people named to serve are
VA 6 _8159
as follows:
1970, Senior - Mr. W.
Cjjou'l. (_J)ahomu1E. .:fipfn.E.ciatE.d
Van Johnson, Mr. Samuel ~:::::::=:~::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::-:::::-::::~~:::::
Montgomery, Miss Kath- ~
ryn Jordan, Mrs. Delia
Hunt, Mr. J. W. Holleman.
1971, Junior
Dr.
~
George Ragland, Mrs. Car-1·
/
i
rie Coss, Mrs. Ernestine
•
Outley, Mr. David Kirppatrick, Mr. Murphy Craw1
1
ford.
"9 6 (1_/~a't•
/7
C'
"
1972, Sophomore - Mr.
' 1 ~ ~ of Lontimwu~
c>E.'l.l'icE.
William Edward
Reid,
Mrs. Dymple Cooksey, Mr.
,Raymond carreathers, Mr.
COMPLETE DEPARTMENT STORE
Herman L. Jones, Mrs.
Florida Yeldell.
and
1973, Freshman - Mr.
Hubert Smith, Mr. Robert I
FURNITURE STORE
Armstrong, Mrs. Marie
Cromwell, Mrs. Thomasine
Brown, Mr. William CoOt' ~ a plE.am'tE. d.oin9 builnE.~~ tl7ith uou.
field .
j
J

I

1'"--•-•-----------·-•....,;-~;::;.; ,; ; _~,~-~. ._,.,-----7

1
i

Interviews Oct. 30-31
Prairie View
IIILUCCL:INO • MATHEMATICS •PHYSICALICIENCU

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

-----------------------------..1

B.

- · & St
chwarz
on

i

i

i

i

I

I
II
i

--------■---··---·-----------·-------------·------~-
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Dark Hope
O! little mirrow
What doth thee see?
Strike a candle
And see madame
Stop! be not a nasty river
What doth thee see?
Picture quicksand
And know madame.
Stop! I warn thee, be not
a crass bigot
What doth thee see?
A stagnant spigot
Ends a spring madame
O-Oh ! How I warned thee,
not to be ugly
FEDERAL CAREER OPPOBTUNIWhat doth thee see?
TIES
Representatives of Federal
Thy hast sayeth it
agencies
held
special conference on camNot I, madame.
pus
la.st
week
to tell PV a.bout oppor((Crash))
tunities in the Federal Government.
President A. L Thomas participated and
John La Sand

In Boston Hospital

is shown above congratulating the visi-

tors, who were (1-r) Mr. Kelley (NASA),
Sandra McDonald (SSA), Dr. Thomas,
Gloria Mosby (SSA), Herb Henderson
(FFA) and Billy Herby (NASA)".

Pre-Med Student Had Rich
Experience At Harvard University
Kenneth Sam, a Sopho- . source, and cardiac transmore pre-medicine major plants. Additional experat Prairie View A. & M. ! iences included work in obCollege, participated in a ! stetrics and gynecology
Health Careers Summer \ where he made teaching
Program which was spon- . rounds with resident physsored by the Harvard Med- ' icians and medical stuical School at Boston. He dents. On Friday and Sunlived in the House Officers ! day nights, Kenneth workBuilding at Boston City I ed on the emergency floor
Hospital where he met ! and assisted in handling
specialists from various I cases involving stabbings,
countries. During the week, ! gun shot wounds, burns,
Kenneth worked with Dr. , heart attacks, and narcotJohn C. Norman and his \ ics. The experiences gaincardiova s c u 1 a r research ! ed from his classes in enteam. Scientific problems , zymology and chemistry at
investigated by this team l Harvard College and from
included those concerned ' research studies at the
with heart attacks, spleen I Boston City Hospital made
perfusion, development of this a very profitable suman implantable cardiac, mer for Kenneth Sam.

I
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FASHION SPOTLIGH
by Jackie Willis
Clothing and Textiles
Major, Sr.

CONTROL DATA
will be interviewing

PRAIRIE VIEW

A&M

grads
October 28
Look Into an the untque opportunlties wtth
the world leader in .powerful computersControl Data. If you're an engineering,
math, technicaJ or computer science grad,
It's an opening that will let you move ahead
in a young, aggressive, challenging envi•
ronment. It's the place to grow with 100%
tuition refund for graduate work, special
MBA and MSEE programs, .Management,
Technical and Professional Seminars. It's
time to use your ideas, as you take on new

his ensemble with a contrasting silk tie. These are
the little things that count
toward making their outfits fashionable.
There are many other
responsibilities.
interesting things done today to make a man fashCheck out the opportunities wtth Control
ionable. Example - Lets
Data. Talk to our representative visiting
look at Bennie's suit (light
your campus. Your placement office will
colored) and redesign it.
reserve time for you. Or simply write or
How about covering all of
phone:
his suit buttons with fabric. Of course the buttons
are covered with the same
fabric as of the suit. Add a
white shirt with beautifully designed lace that is
John H. Carstens
arranged to softly cluster
College Relations, Dept. CN
the neckline opening of the
Control Data Corporation
suit. With this type arrangement there is no need
8100 34th Avenue South
of a neck tie. Also let the
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440
lace from the shirt cuff
Flames of Fashion
Phone: 612/888-5555
The whole idea of a man slightly protrude from beof fashion is to start a neath the coat sleeve. kind of fire in a woman. Yes, men wear ruffles toLarry and Bennie starts day, and look quite atthat fire. Can you imagine tractive in them.
the women that are able to
However, if we were to
put the flames out?
change Bennie's suit this
If you've seen these way it would create an alhandsome guys around together different picture,
-.
campus then you know but a delightful one.
that their captivating outLets look at Larry's
fits are of star quality. out fit. If we were to take
• Eqllll
----Larry has set his outfit off off his tie, open his shirt,
with a pair of those and add a long neck scarf
"Weird Frameless Glass- this would also create a
es". Bennie has delighted, See SPOTLIGHT, Page 10 !..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,,,,,.._.

CONTROL DATA
-

. .

~

.
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Former Panther Editor Named If We Get Through This
We Can Get Through Anything
Texas Speech Teacher of the Year
lege and editor of the
PANTHER, Turner is now
a speech teacher at M. C.
Williams
High
School, j
Houston. A special assembly was held at Williams
High to honor the teacher
who has brought many
speech and debate trophies
to the school.

~:•~~: ~~~:~:;;; :· f1~ii;~,

case is broken down due to
:, =:' ,._::,._ ···"··
Clarence Turner, a 1963 the large
number ofj. : ,.: ·'.,£·-··., "'
ANKS FUNERAL _ ROTC cadets remove tbel graduate of the College, awards added by Turner's 1 )'ti,
B
.
has been named "Texas teams.
body of Mr. W. R. Banks from college field house Speech Teacher of the
Turner
received
the
following final rites.
Year" (1969-70) by the award at the Speech
Texas Speech Teachers As- ' vention for college
sociation.
high school teachers
An English major in col- recently in El Paso.

I

I·

_,,f:'/ :
.: ... ~

To Our Band
First of all, I'd like to
say "congratulations," to
all members of the Prairie
View A. & M. College
Marching Band. Believe me
you are the grearest! We,
, your
fellow
students
haven't given you the support that's due but we promise to do better.
Our failure to support
you in all of your endeavors hasn't been intentional.
We too have suffered many
disappointments. You can't

possibly imagine how disappointed we were to learn
that your, members were
limited because of the
shortage of uniforms and
equipment. Needless to
say, we will miss you in
Arkansas.
Our suggestion to you is
to let us know in advance
your problems and we will
work with you wholeheartedly in solving them.
We understand!!
- Interested Students

.

Iii {\

&;;,..AW.,.

Te 11 It As It Is Contest

YOU CAN WIN A STEAK DINNER FOR TWO.
Use your imagination and creativity. Tell us what
you think this cartoon means. Each publication of the
Panther this school year will run a Political Cartoon.
All you have to do is tell us what this cartoon means
to you. The winner will receive a free steak dinner for
two courtesy of the MEMORIAL CENTER.
Entries must be no less than one half page in
length and no more than two full pages double spaced,
typed and on 8½ xll paper. The deadline for entries
will be 7 days after the publication date of this paper.
rHE CONTEST IS ONLY OPEN TO PRAIRIE VIEW
COLLEGE STUDENTS. Submit all entries to Hulen
M. Davis, Political Science Department, Room 309 Educational Building, Prairie View A&M College or to
the Panther Publications Office, Administration Buildby Robert Calhoun
ing, Prairie View, Texas. The winners will be posted
The supposedly humorous story you are about to in each edition of the Panther.
read is a complete and total lie. No names are mentioned to protect the writer, but as you read this stor~,
. see if you can identify with the young man and his
troubles.
PARADE CAR - Prairie View President and
A certain young man on this campus never really
TELLING IT LIKE IT IS - You're doing great
student leaders participated in the recent County par- fancied himself a hippie, that is until he came to col- Pantherland people. We asked for questions and reade.
,1 lege this year. Being from a small Northeast Texas actions from you in our previous column and we got
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , community, he considered himself a clean cut lad; them, in large numbers. Here is a typical question
I definitely not hippie material
students are concerned about, especially since the
.
.
.
• iel
He figured it was only coincidence that he believes Moratorium that was held on October 15:
Published Semi-Monthly m the Interest of a Greater Prai~ in love, peace, happiness, and enjoys progressive rock
Q. Why not us? Other college campuses have
View A. and M. College. The PANTHER serves as the voice (music), as hippies do, but suddenly there was a tranBlack Organizations and Anti-War Societies and they
of the Students of Panther/and.
! sition. .
have not been plagued by total destruction. Is our
Prairie View A&M College is open to all, regardless .
. The first night the young man was on campus, he lack of these type organizations due to student dis• .
.
. .
decided to take a shower, around 10 :00 p.m. Undressed interest or administrative?
of race, color, religion or national origin.
and unsuspecting, he jumped into the shower stall then
A. SGA Ass't. President Horace Townsend says
right back out again. Although he thought he had
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF .................................... Jay D. Anderson I regulated the water, he had opportunity to use the that any club can be formed if it first goes through the
ASSOCIATE EDITOR .................................... Ira 0. Murchison 1 phrase, "Show is cold!"
proper channels. The regulations · for formation of
REPORTERS .................. Adrian Cooper, Marilyn Herbert,
He decided to wait until morning to shower, but clubs include: (a) pick up a charter and fill it in,
Alfred Johnson
much to his disgust, there was still no hot water. This (b) have it approved by the Dean of Students and the
FEATURE EDITOR ........................................ Robert Calhoun
madness went on for three days. By then he had Director of Student Activities and (c) secure one male
really achieved another supposed hippie characteristic and female faculty member to act as sponsors. Mr.
FASHION EDITOR ................................................ Jackie Willis
Townsend also informs me that one Black club, The
- smell!
TYPISTS ............................ Clara Mae Bell, Naomi Mosby
In the meantime he had occasion to share a text Mro-American Society, was in the process of being
:rrnda Garrett, Beatrice Houston
book
of his with a sweet young thing in his math class. formed last year but one of the sponsors had to leave
CmcuLATION MANAGER .................................... Reba Wells
campus.
Probably, she was gratified by his "Southern hospitalPHOTOGRAPHERS ................ Tom Godwin, Alton Edwards,
ity," but by the same token, grossed by his malodor"Nu.ff said? Alright students, let's keep working
Theodore Johnson
ous arm pits. The next class day she brought her own together to see what can be -done instead of just sjtSPORTS ADVISOR ............................................ Mr. Joe Booker
book. (Wonder why?)
ting back wondering about things. I think P. V. will
SECRETARY ........................................ Mrs. Sarah Woodard
While all this was going on, he foolishly put prac- be a better school if you stop keeping to yourself and
FACULTY ADVISOR .................................... Dr. C. A. Wood
tically all of his clothing in the laundry. During the start telling it like it is.
week he waited for his clothes to return, he transformFeature. Editor,
Any news items, advertising, or matters of intestest to IBE ed, for all practical purposes, into a hippie. No bath,
Ella Lewis
grubby
clothing,
"someone
even
stole
my
comb,"
he
PAN1HER may be presented to the Department of Student
Publications, Room B-6 Administration, Extension Z76-Zl7. said, "and one whiff on the cafeteria food will put you
beat the system. First of all he found out that hot
out farther than pot will."
water does come on at 5 :00 in the morning and 3 :00
NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVE He became the complete hippie, with love, peace,
and happiness in his heart, grubby clothing, no bath, in the afternoon. He only puts a few of his clothes
National Educational Advertising Services
an affinity for acid rock, and a reliable substitute for in the laundry at a time now. He even bought him360 Lexington Avenue
self a new comb. Slowly but surely, now he's changing
pot.
New York, N. Y. 10017
back to the Northeast Texas rustic splendor he once
Seat,- N••• Print
But he's changing his ways, he's learned how to was.

Sho Is Cold

I
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Smith's Comment

Rowan Speaks

A New View

of separatism," he said.
Rowan said while attending school he was denied admission to a dormitory room at Northwestern University in Evans.
ine
Ill "Y
ton,
· . ou can im~g
my chargm when I picked
up the paper last year and
saw that bl8:ck students
were rampaging on the
Nort~western campus demandmg a separate black
dormitory," he said. In his
closing remarks Mr. Rowan said "I'm here for the
duration, fighting for my
own piece of the action."
th
"AThnd if
ey say
:e
" ere you are,
ow ,
here's your piece of Harlem; I'll say all right. But
they had better watch me,

"I was born by the river
in a little old tent, and just
like the river, I've been
running ever since. It's
been a long time, but I
know change gonna come.
.. ." San Cooke
With time steady bringing about a change in our
lives, we can no longer remain stationary or else
we'll find that we no longer occupy the same coordinates in relation to a moving reality. Much talk fills
the air about the conditions of our school and only will a change filter the
stale air. As an introductory statement to this article, I felt that the late
brother Sam Cooke, states
it perfect. Another brother
barks it like this. "Whether born by the river or by
a little old stream. Acquiring cha nges for our school
is
not an
impossible
dream . It's been a long
time but I know change
gonna come.. ." Leo Smith
There are numerous conditions t hat I don't under-

stand that exist here and
I'm sure you know exactly
what I'm refering to. The
pen is mightier than the
sword, hence, I've always
believed that a man should
speak up to what he feels
is right. I feel that it is
not only right, but necessary and proper that someone speaks out. I feel exactly like another late brother when he said these
words: "I believe in anything that is necessary to
correct unjust conditions ..
I believe in it as long as
it's intelligently directed
and designed to get results.
But I don't believe in getting involved in any kind
of political action or other
kind of action without sitting down and analyzing
the possibilities of success
or failure.
- Malcolm X
This poem has been selected by me from my other work to best emphasize
how I really feel. In it I
try to face the realities on
both sides of the generation gap. It reads:

CONTINUED from Page I

io

Mi Mi's Soul Uolumn
Well, well I am happy
to announce a winner for
my column this week, and
a very lucky winner she is.
There were several good
entries and the judges had
a time of it. Miss Cornelious Warren, a sophomore
from Linden Texas won
with the foll~wing essay:

cause years of struggling fellow man. Such accomhave brought out the best plishments, among other
things leave me proud .•
in me. Our fight to end old so proud that J just have
ways and begin a new to shout to the world that
identity has forced me to I am black, I am beautiful,
realize that black is beau- I am Proud!
tiful black is power black
For those of. you that
.
'
'
didn't win this time, please
is equal, and black is noth- don't stoy trying. All of
ing to be ashamed of. I the entries were very good
Why I Am
can honestly say ( though I do need your support, so
Black And Proud
I am black and proud be- it may not be fair) that I please don't let me down.
sometimes feel superior to
The topic for next issue
I'm striking out for a piece other races. This feeling is is ''WHAT IS • SOUL ro
of Madison Avenue and a result of the thousands ME". From now on I
of accomplishments we would like to include a
Wall Street, too."
black people have made in photo of each winner.
Ira Murchison
every area of competition
Associate Editor where we surpassed our
By Mary Green

PRAIRIE VIEW: Change Gonna Come
- Leo Smith

I'm sure we will
plish our many
Over the mountains, over
goals.
the valleys, comes the
frost, and the dew.
I do not say that everything done should be
We have no mountains but
alone our choice.
we'll settle for changes
over the hills of Prairie But I do say that we as
View.
students should have a
little more voice.
We've heard t he Impressions, Jerry Bulter, John I feel what's in my heart
Roberts and the Hurriand I place it before you
canes.
in writing.
But the conditions here on
campus still remains the
same.

r

advocate nonviolence,
destruction,
and
fighting.

Like blood clotting in our Tomorrow they must
veins from the like of
swer but the questions
vitamin-k.
are here today.
Is the fever here tempor- And we won't take
ary doctor or is it here
anything that you
to stay?
do or say.
We are moving on up, Although I have but a
we're a nation wide
dream let not it be deknown institution.
ferred .
Surely to these problems A change is gonna come
we can find the right sonow we deserve to be
lutions.
heard.
I speak of p~jiCe, changVictory comes after a
es brothers to make our
struggle, defeat may
lives bright.
come after both.
But victory must come to For deep down in their
hearts, they know that
all from Blackshear to
we are right.
Woodruff. ·- - ..
Victory in the sense of My dream will not die for
it has everlasting life.
having a pleasant place
to dine.
Share my dream, may it
nor you fall not by the
Victory through freedom
of the press and not a I wayside.
need not go no further,
scared vine.
the conditions are very
I know a lot of things in
clear
life are not as they I believe in speaking my
should be.
piece for no man will I
fear.
And a lot of these things
And if by any chances
definitely exist here at
they say I must go
P. V.
home.
If we work together faith- If I can't speak my feelings, then home is
fully in heart and in
where I belong.
soul.

FIVE

---

The college you can't get into without a job.
The college is ours-Western Electric's Corporate Education
Center in Hopewell, New Jersey.
Like your college, ours has a campus with dorms, dining halls,
labs and a library. Unlike yours, you can't get into ours without a job.
A job at Western Electric.
Our students- engineers, managers and other professionalsdevelop and expand their skills through a variety of courses, from
corporate operations to computer electronics. To help bring better
telephone service and equipment, through the Bell System._
For information contact your placement office. Or write: College
Relations Manager, Western Electric Co., Room 2500, 222 Broadway,
New York, New York 10038. An equal opportunity employer.
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CLUB NEWS

-IEE Meeting

Dallas-PY

LBA

Paramedical !
Voca t.1ona (I b II

Soc Iogy ( I b :

Presss Clubh Selects
weet eart

ifreshman Class Election

- h:~:e:v:~:t;~ ~:ii!.~~: Run-Off Set For Today

The Les Beaux Arts Cultural Club is one of the
finest organizations on the
campus. Our objective is
to promote a better cul, tural, social, and scholastic
•
1atmosphere for the stu. Impor~ant _busme~s c~r- :dents of our campus.
ried out m this meetmg m- , This year the Les Beaux
clu?ed the :lection of new !Arts Club has a great vaoff'lcers, WI th. H O r a c e I riety of plans. We sincerely
Tow'!send bemg named !hope that, through our efPres1?ent for the 4th c~m- forts, these plans are sucsecutive. ye~r.
~rvmg ! cessful. This year we plan
along with him this year , to cultivate and stimulate
w~ll be: Cecil Brewer, lS t '. the intellect of the students
~ice Pres.; Ge:rald Cac- 1 and faculty alike. We inrmgton, 2nd Vice Pres.; i tend to accomplish this
Veta Chatmon, Secretary;..Jthrough provoking column
Sharon Cobbs, Asst. Sect.; ,_ THE THOUGHTS OF
an_d Jerry_ Edmonds, Chap- !THE L.B. A. we sincerely
lam. Ers1le Proctor was !invite you to read this colchosen as "Miss Dallas- 'I umn
P. V." <?ther business in , This week we present to
the ,meetm_g. c_oncerned the , you a poem. There is a
, club s activities for th e ·great deal of imagination,
j
year.
but there is also a great
U
The large percentage of deal of truth. We would
.
. members present for the like for you to decide how
The Paramedical Voca- f first meeting is expected '
.
tional Club (PVC) con- i to increase in the future muchh _is f~ac_t anid how
sists of ma1·ors from Med- I meetmg.
• All old ar, .., new muc
1s 1ct1on.t
f you
h
ical Technology Pre-Den- '
b
ed
t
ave a commen or questistry
and Pre-Medical I memd ershalre urkg h~o ah- tion, send it to P . 0. BOX
,
ten , to e p ma e t 1s t e 2297 p · · v·
T
Sciences. The club, under !1 best year ever.
w' drad1:r1e ieh~• exas.
the capable leadership of .
______
e e 1cate t 1s poem
1to our mothers, and also
President Damon Hill a 1
senior Pre-Med. major ~nd :
jO
U to our beautiful . club sisthe guidance of its spon- .
Iters, the dazzlmg, Les
sor, Dr. L. c. Collins, pre- ! Have you heard the , Belles Letres.
sented Dean Samuel w. 1latest news? The Sociology i
Williams,
Des
Moines,, club is in the grove and
T_he Sailor
Iowa and Mr. Lofton Ken- I definitely on the move. The
by Otis B. Clayborne
nedy, a senior medical stu- ' members of this debonair !There was a_ proud sailor
dent and a former Pre- club have decided to do I on an old isle,
Medical student at Prairie : their own thing this year. ;From which he navigated
View A&M College. Mr. I To start the year off with ! the whole of the ~ile.
Kennedy serves as the I a bang there was a picnic There came an old ship one
President of a non-black I given for the sociology
bad day,
group of students who are ; members October 11, on And it_ took the_proud sailinterested in attracting ! the campus picnic grounds.
or, it took him away.
our students to attend the ' Needless to say, the pie- Some wanted to leave him
University of Texas Med- ! nic was a joyous delight
because of the deed;
ical School. The following , for everyone that attend- But others wanted him
non-black students accom- ed. The first official club
panied Mr. Kennedy toj1meeting was held on Wed- the club has decided to get
Prairie
View
College: I nesday, October 15. In this a brand new bag this year
Messrs. Scott Pigford, Art i meeting the members not 1and a new constitution is
Elester, Charles Schik-1 only brought all old busi- !already in the process of
mann, Lyndon Laminack,· ness up to date, but map- being drawn up. The next
Richard P. Lenehar, Rich- ped out a variety of new Sociology Club meeting
ard Gugelmann, and Mich- trails which they plan to will be Thursday, October
ael Ozer, and Misses Pat- follow. It seems as though 30. All sociology members
ricia Will, Suzanne Weakwho, as of yet, have not
ley, Barbara Thompson, lied medical school inter- gotten in the swing of
Virginia Davidson, and est.
things are encouraged to
Mrs. Mary Lou GugelThe Pre-Medical Advis- get on beat ... .if you can
mann.
ory Committee at Prairie dig it. And as for the 0thCoffee was served fol- View A&M College consists er clubs on the yard that
lowing a provocative dis- of Drs. T. P. Dooley, E. W. would like to be in the
cussion relative to the cur- Martin, and Co-Chairmen grove, set back and take
riculum, financial aid, so- L. C. Collins and E. E. ;notes.
cial activities and other al- O'Banion.
·
Beatrice F. Houston
The Prairie View chapter
of Institute of Electronics,
Electrical Engineers will
hold its monthly meeting
on Thursday, October 30.
The meeting will be conducted in Hanington Science Auditorium B at 7 :30
p.m. General business affairs will be discussed. Afterward, a special guest
speaker will be lecturing
to the meeting on careers
of professional engineers.
All interested persons are
cordially invited to attend
and to ask questions concerning the rewarding field
of engineering. Members of
IEEE are asked to be present and on time.

The first meeting of the
DALLAS _ P. V. CLUB
was a big success getting
the club back into full
swing for the 1969-70
school year.

§

i

·

i

Press Club" for this year. :
She is from Houston TexA run-off election has• candidates for the various
' the been scheduled today b y 1c1ass off'ices.·
as. She is a member of
I
Houston-PV Club, Pemn the Student Government: President, Paul Sloan
Club, Newman Associ_ation, Association to select offic- j and Charles Russell; Vice
Press Club, and she. 1s the ers of the F~eshr:nan ~lass. President, Ronald Pierre
Sophomore Class editor of
The followmg 1s a hst of and Francine Nolly; Secrethe yearbook.
tary Patricia Chase and
' Chase; Treasurer,
Her hobbies are bowling, '
Diane
playing tennis, collecting In Profile
Brenda Hill and Elaine Aljazz albums, and reading
exander; Business Managbooks.
er, Melvin Donahoe and InThe Press Club wishes
gram Seymour; Parliamenher the best of luck for the 1,
tarian, Robert Dean and
coming year.
I
I Linda Hanagon; SergeantReporter
I at-Arms, Perry Williams
Emiel Flowers i SAMMY LEE Soph. 6_ : and Eric Johnson; Class
------. : 240 T. E., Bay City N~. 863 11 Sweetheart, Ronnie Fitztaken, taken for their
Sammy, for his size is , gerald and Kathryn ~eggreed.
normally
reserved
to gett; SGA Representatives,
He was allocated the task, catching the five yard 1Harold Haynes, Jobyna
the task of hard labor,
down and out passes, but '. ~dwards, Twyola Ross, AlAnd he was beaten, beaten he is often found 50 yards I vm Jackson;
Reporter,
like a dog for bad be- down the field. He is a I Johnnie Jones and Flora
havior.
hardnose blocker and if he ' Cullors.
The proud sailor proved to . continues to improve, he'll I - -- - - - - - - - have a great, great go down as the Panthers' ! in 9.6, but if push comes
mind,
.
all-time tight end.
to shelve, he'll do it in 9.4.
But he was chamed and ,
. He is developing into one
shackled for wasting his
TRAVIS HIL:r.,, Jr., 6- 2 ; of the finest defensive
time.
.190 D. B., Lufkm, No. 20 i backs in the league.
Prudence, prudence was no
Travis Hill is probably ,
where in sight,
the fastest man on the j JESSIE WEBB, Fr., 6-2
For men were fools with team. If you ask him, he'll i 200 H. B., New Orleans,
all their might.
tell you he can run the 100 I No. 32
The poor sailor .was only ;
Jessie, a redshirt is exgiven enough
exist,
to attend school,
. pected to li~e up _to the
For that was an- he could I But they only abated and 1I number he 1s wearmg by
expect from a people like ! mitigated
him,
until the man who made it fa1
this.
they felt the golden rule. mous. He has great speed
He was carried to a great The sailor the sailor _ he I for his size and ca t_ches the
isle in the West,
~ worked ~ntil,
! ball well. Gre~t t_hmgs are
Which he found to be , Th
expected of him m the fuh
h
th , e people, the people - t re
arder t an any of
e , they did "God's will". 1 u ·
1
rest .
·
·
,
,
LES LIE HU D S ON
He was put on a block and For 1t was the will of God j
,
for all to see
Soph., 6-5 285 D. T., Housthen he was sold ,
'
I ton No 77
For hungered for silver IThat "all people" are free 1
r . 'f he is made
and lusted for gold.
and equal under "Thee".
s ie,h 1
There were no trivial erI mean,
e will deS t r~y
rors ever around
The Men of the LB.A, ; so~ebody. Greatn:ss _1s
.
. .'
.
: written all over him, its
For 1t was no trivial thmg I The Men Of The L. B. A. I
to h' t
k ·t t· k
t 0 be b
d
up
1m o ma e 1 s 1c .
. oun ·
.
- Cheaster Reese, Presi- : Against Grambling and AlThe sailor was bound for dent; Byron Fuller, Vice- · corn he showed that he can
years and years,
1Pres.; Booker Davenport, ' do the job, but he hasn't
And he sheded so much,
· t en t .
. so Sec · •, George Mi'ller , Treas - ,I been cons1s
much sweat and rivers urer; Ahab, Dean of Pled- ,
of t~ars.
ges; Phillip Strambler, , DEW E Y ROGERS,
The sailor worked hard to !Asst. Dean; Travis Harris, I Soph., 6-4 235 D. T., Naeget free,
!Bus. Mgr.; Grady Reed, ! ogdoches, No. 74
But_ he was only given the !Sports Mgr.; J. c. Carter, . Played _defensive end
air that he breathe.
IP a r 1 i amentarian. Clear- I and defensive tackle last
Th_e sailor wished for t~e ; ence
Iglehart, 'Sgt.-at- f year and did a great job.
isle where he was once . Arms; James Sessions, ; He is very quick and has
fr~,
. Craig Braxton,
Gerald I great pursuit.
But 1t was too far to swim 1Whiteside John Sloan ana l
and this he could see. tOtis Cla;borne Rep~rter. : S J E R _R y
WALLACE,
The sailor worked hard ·
'
oph., 6-2 215 Center, Dalhard in piety
, i Anyone
desiring
tol las, No. 52
For the "Father" would : pledge, see: Chester Reese,
For a guy weighing 215
deliver him from this in- : Room 336 , Fuller Hall.
: See PROFILES , Page 11
iquity.
And finally there came a !
great, great revolution, !
Which started the isle on ;
WALLER
a comparable evolution. ]
MEATS
- GROCERIES
The was ended and the ,
sailor was set free I
i
APPLIANCES - Sales and Service
I
But some said they would~~;,;;~~==~;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~
never ever let this be.
l 11111■11111■11111■11111■11mmm■11111■11111 ■11111■11111■11m■1111■11111■11111■11111■1m1■1l!Il■m11■m11■n111~
So the sailor was perse- I
I
cuted and still oppress- !
I
ii
ed,
I
ii
For vengeance and antipa thy had not begun to
J ~
rest.
I
§
On one side of the isle §
W II C
!
things changed for the I
a er ounty's Most Progressive
I

I
I
I

.

ALook At The
panthers
69

I

4? ·

I
I

I

Le

I

,

1·

I

I~---------;;;;_________;.
S&N SU PER MARKET

WA RD S p HA RMAC•y

II

A few members of the Paramedical
Vocational Club (PVC) Dr. L. C. Collins, Spon.'IOr, Mrs. L. C. Collins, Dr.
Samuel W. WIiiiams, Ir., D. 0., Dean of

''YOUR ~\.
ID[XALL C'TQRE"

better,
I
d M st MOd
the College of Ost.eopathic Medicine While on the other side, I
an
ern Drug Store
and Surgery, Des Moines, Iowa, Dr. E.
they didn't change a let- I
W. _Martin .an~ Dr. E. E. O'~nion, ter.
Telephone VA 6-2445
Hempstead, Texas
Chairmen, D1vis1on of Natural Sciences. The sailor wanted so much ;:-• •-u•-inHIIJ"--

°

I
~I

._

II
•

I
I
I
-111•-•-1111■1111111J-UH■u111■•1~
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Heres what your first year
or two at IBM could be like.
You'll become involved fast.
You'll find we delegate responsibility-to the limit of your ability.
At IBM, you'll work individually or on a small team. And be encouraged to contribute your own
ideas. You'll advance just as fast
and far as your talents can take you.
Here's what three recent graduates are doing.

Soon after his IBM programmer
training, John Klayman, B.S. Math '68,
began writing programs used by a
computer system to schedule every
event in the Apollo tracking stations.
And when the finished programs were
turned over to NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center, he was responsible for
making them work.

Soon after his intensive training
course, IBM marketing representative -Preston Love, B.S. '66, started helping
key Iowa commissioners solve
problems. Like how to introduce
school kids to computers, without
installing one. His answer: share one
in Chicago by phone cable.

Within three months after her IBM
programmer training, Mardi Joyner,
B.S. Math '68, found a way to
streamline a key part of our
Management Information Systema computer complex designed to
give decision-makers constantly
updated data.

ONCAMPUS

i~

Visit your placement office
and sign up for
...·..•··•:··'.•>::::iztJ1Jii an interview with IBM.

NOV.13

An Equal Opportunity Employer

IBM•
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campus and it offers mun- something worthwhile. For Mary Green in Evans Hall.
erous activities, rewarding full details, please attend We'd love to have you.
By Mary Green,
experiences, and a chance one of the meetings in the
Reporter
ip and support. Yes, this different from ...11:f' other on to really be involved in I near future or contact

Attention All Ladies

A'ITENTION! Ladies of
Prairie
View
College.
There's a wonderfully exciting, newly organized
club on campus now just
begging for your member-

new 'club is the "AFROAMERICAN LADIES"
(AAL) organization, and
it is really going places.
This club is completely

Father Fired For
Panther Patronage
Catholic Archbishop Joseph T. McGucken fired
the Rev. Eugene J. Boyle
from his teaching post at
St. Patrick's College seminary this week in apparent
reprimand
for
Father
Boyle's decision to allow
the Black Panthers use of
his church for the "Breakfast for Children" Pro-

gram.
An immediate reaction
was evoked from The Association of Priests, a revisionary group of 140 active
area priests, who sent a
letter to the Archbishop
protesting the "injustice
of the Father's summary
dismissal."
"We see here a genuine
injustice" and a "serious
threat to academic freedom," the letter said. It
pointed out the fact that

Father Boyle was recently
appointed director of the
Archdiocesean Commission
for Social Justice and demanded a prompt re-instatement of Father Boyle
to his post as professor of
Social Ethnics at St. Patrick's.
The Archbishop has left
on a short vacation, but
his press secretary told
CPS "There has been to
my knowledge no reconsideration of the decision and
I don't imagine the Archbishop will reply to the
letter
( from
the
140
priests) publically."
Father Boyle said the
Archbishop had "matterof-factly" told him recently that his students were
"getting too stirred up" on
questions like race and civil rights.

Unification
As - Salaam - Alaikum.
I greet you my black brothers and sisters with the
most beautiful greeting a
man can have and that is
of peace. Which is spoken
in yours and my native
tongue of arabi, before we
were brought here in the
wilderness of North America by the man who has
kept us in physical and
mental chains ever since
we landed on these shores.
We as black men have
worked for nearly 400
years for almost nothing.
Today all we have to show
for our sweat and blood is
relief, welfare, charity or
live in poor houses. We
have a lot of back wages
due to us. The only way
for the man to do that in
the present corrupt conditions of today is full and

BLUE BELL i
i

ICREAMERIESj

complete freedom. We need
equal education so that the
black man can have the
knowledge of his history,
so that he will be able to
understand and why he
has the present status in
this society.
I am a follower of the
honorable Elijah Muhammad. We the Muslims are
taught to have knowledge
of self. Knowledge of self
will take a person out of
the world of ignorance and
his own: love, peace, happiness, good homes, friendship in all walks of life.
and enjoyment of some of
this good earth while we
are still alive.
We are also taught to
have unity and brotherhood which this college
campus needs to become
aware of. The black man
has long, that he has become disorganized in his
own
community.
Now
there is a mental block
that he has been handed
down during generations
that goes "A black man
can't do nothing for me."
That is why there is disunity in the black community, no brotherhood
and trust among ourselves. I will end this by saying if we want unity, we
must trust in each other
and a understanding of
our surroundings.
May Allah's peace be upon you, and may he bless
each of us with the light
of understanding.
As - Salaam - Alaikum
Your Brother
Willie 26x (thorpe)

Come as you are!
Interview Date: NOVEMBER 10, 1969
Now's the time to sign up at your placement office for an interview with the Betnlehem Steel Loop
Course recruiter. This could be the start of something big!
And just what IS the Bethlehem Steel Loop Course? Glad you askedL It's our management
development program tor graduates with bachelors' or advanced degrees.
Bethlehem loopers (150 to 200 every year) spend four swinging weeks at our home offices in
Bethlehem, Pa. Then, primed with information about the entire corporation and rarin' to go, they report to the appropriate plants or departments for their first assignments. Then , onward and upward!
Where would YOU fit into the Loop Course? Check your degree or the one most similar to it:

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING-Engineering .or mechanical maintenance departments of steel plants, fabricating works, mining operations, and shipyards. Fuel
and combustion departments. Supervision of production
operations. Marine engineering assignments in Shipbuilding Department. Also: Sales or Research .
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING-Metallurgical departments of steel plants and manufacturing operations.
Engineering and service divisions. Technical and supervisory positions in steelmaking departments and rolling
mills. Also: Research or Sales.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS-Technical and supervisory
positions in coke works, including production of byproduct chemicals. Fuel and combustion departments,
including responsibility for operation and maintenance
of air and water pollution control equipment. Engineering and metallurgical departments. Steelmaking operations. Also: Research or Sales.
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING-Positions in steel plants,
fabricating works, shipyards, and mines. Engineering
and maintenance departments. Supervision of steelmaking, rolling, manufacturing, and fabricating operations. Also: Sales.
CIVIL ENGINEERING-Fabricated Steel Construction
assignments in engineering, field erection, or works
management. Steel plant, mine, or shipyard assignments in engineering, construction, and maintenance.
Supervision of production operations. Sales Department
assignments as line salesman or sales engineer (technical service to architects and engineers).

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING-Steel plant, fabricating
works, mining operations, and shipyard electrical engineering, construction, and maintenance departments.
Technical and supervisory positions in large production
operations involving sophisticated electrical and electronic equipment. Also : Research or Sales.
MINING ENGINEERING-Our Mining Department operates coal and iron ore mining operations and limestone quarries, many of which are among the most
modern and efficient in the industry. This 10,000-man
activity offers unlimited opportunities to mining engineers. Also: Research.
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND MARINE ENGINEER:;Graduates are urged to inquire about opportunities in
our -SJ)ipbu(l~i~g Departm_ent, including the Central
Technical D1v1s1on, our design and engineering organization. Also: Traffic.
OTHER TECHNICAL DEGREES-Every year we recruit
loopers with technical degrees other than those listed
above. Seniors enrolled in such curricula are encouraged to sign up for an interview.
AC~~UNT~NTS-Graduates in accounting or business
adm1rnstr~tlon (24 h~~rs of accounting are preferred)
~re recruited for trammg for supervisory assignments
m our 3,000-man Accounting Department.
OTHER ~O~-TECHNICAL DEGREES-Graduates with
~ewees m _liberal arts, business, and the humanities are
mv1ted to discuss.opportunities in the Sales Department.
SomE: no~-technical graduates may be chosen to fill
openings m steel plant operations and other departments.

WHEN YOU SIGN UP be sure to pick up a copy of our booklet, "Careers with Bethlehem Steel and
the Loop Course." It tells it like it is.
,,,
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Local Alumni Installs Officers

Installation of elected officers of local Alumni
Club reading (L to R), Dr. A. I . Thomas, President of
College; Mrs. Annie Muse, Recording Secy; Mrs. Darlene Clark, Corresponding Secy; Mrs. Jimmie R. Philips,
Treasurer; Thomas W. Mosely, President. Not shown:
Mr. J. R. Philips, Vice President; Rev. Eric Johnson,
Chaplain.

NINE

Intramural Recreation Program
The Intramural Recre&Chess - October
j Cards (Bridge and Pintion Program has now
Volleyball
November
locle) - February
started with the elimination in the different events
Table Tennis Double - J Tennis Singles - Februbeginning at the unit level N ovember
ary
in the Residence Halls.
Sign up sheets for the
Basketball - December
Dominos - March
events are now in the ofTable
Tennis
Single
Softball - March
fice of the Senior Fellows.
It is important that you December
Swimming - April
sign up for the events durBadminton Singles
ing the month that they February
Track - April
are offered. Trophies will
AWARDS NIGHT-May
Pool - February
be given to the winners of
each event. Watch for the
Trophy Display in the
<Weft~ome to . . .
showcase
of
Memorial
Center. The Calendar of
events and the month that
they are in progress are
Prairie View, Texas
listed below:

Mrs. Earline Thomas,
Director of Music, Hempstead, Texas, conducted a
very vivacious getting acquainted activity at preEvents and month of
miere meeting of the local tournament:
Alumni Club for 1969-70.
Tennis Double-October

Wyatts Chapel Baptist Church
I Mile Northwest of the College)

FREE TRANSPORTATION TO CHURCH
SUNDAY SCHOOL __________ 10:00 a.m.

Touch Football-October

MORNING WORSHIP ________ 11: 15 a.m.

Badminton Double-October
A shoe repair shop advertises the "doctoring of
shoes, heeling them, dyeing them and saving their
soles."

LORD SUPPER _________ Each 2nd Sunday
REV. E. W. (Ed.) McCULLOUGH, Pastor
REV. J. I. KIRKWOOD, Assistant

Phone 857-3230 -

857-3725 -

857-3533

Engineering Grads:
Past Presidents of local Alumni
Club. (Standing) Mr. Robert Cole, and
outgoing President, Mr. S. Montgomery.
(Seated) Dr. W. D. Thompson and Dr.
S. R. Collins.

Past State and National Presidents:
Dr. S. R. Collins, Mr. 0. J. Thomas, Dr.
\V. D. Thompson.

Prairie View's Sunday School
Sunday School is held
every Sunday at 9 :00 a .m.
in the Memorial Center
Ballroom. The officers for
this year are Supt. William Glenn, Asst. Supt., Allen Lockett, Sec., Emma
Oliver, Asst. Sec., Glenda
Henderson, Tr ea surer,
Mary Witherspoon, Asst.
treas. , Linda Lockridge, reporter, Versie Hadnot. The
sponsors are Mr. S. Peters,
Mr. Johnson. The Sunday
School is a non-denominational organization. Everyone is invited to come and
study together God's word.
SUND A Y'S LESSON
Reforms Among God's
People
Hezekiah: "He Trusted
in the Lord"
II Kings 18-16
1. Now it came to pass
· t h e ··· t h'ir d year of H om

shea son of Elah King of to the Lord your God, as
Israel, that Hezekiah the it is written in the book of
son of Ahaz King of Judah this covenant.
began to reign.
22. Surely, there was
2. Twenty and five years not holden such a passover
old was he when he began from the days of the judgto reign; and he reigned es that judged Israel, nor
twenty and nine years in of the Kings of Judah;
Jerusalem. His Mother's
23. But in the eightname also was Abi, the eenth year of King Josiah,
daughter of Zachariah.
wherein this passover was
3. And he did that holden to the Lord in Jerwhich was right in the usalem.
sight of the Lord, accord24. Moreover the working to all that David his ers with familiar spirits,
father did.
and the wizards, and the
4. He removed the high images, and the idols, and
places, and brake the im- all the abominations that l
ages, and cut down the were spied in the land of
groves, and brake in pieces Judah and in Jerusalem,
the brasen serpent that did Josiah put away, that
Moses had made: for unto he might perform the
those days the children of words of the law which
Israel did burn incense to were written in the book
it and he called it Nehush- : that Hilhiah the priest
t an.
found in the house of the
5. He trusted in the ' Lord.
Lord God of Israel: so that
25. Alike unto him was
after him was none like there no king before him,
him among all the kings that turned to the Lord
of Judah, nor any that with all his heart, and with
were before him.
all his soul, and with all
6. For he clave to the his might, according to all
The first meeting of the
new academic year was Lord, and departed not the law of Moses; neither
held by the Texas Asso- from following him, but after him arose there any
ciation of College Teachers kept his commandments, like him.
which the Lord commandDon't forget, Come to
(TACT) on October 23.
Sunday School. If God can
Local officers include C. ed Moses.
Josiah· "With All His Bless us everyday, why
M. Batie, President; F. T.
Heart"
'
can't we give him just one
Hawkins, Vice President;
II King 23: 21-25
hour of your service each
Jewel Berry, Secretary 21.
And
the
King
comSunday.
Treasurer; C. E. Urdy,
Versie M. Hadnot
State Secretary - Treasur- manded all the people, saying, Keep the passover unReporter
er.

College Teachers
Group Hold Meeting

Where do vou
uo trom here ;1
Choose a future, not just a job, by taking
a good look at all factors affecting
your professional career development.
Such as these Bendix advantages
■ Technical challenge

■ Broader horizons
■ Stimulating environment
■ Advancement opportunities

■ Long-range programs

Size UP Bendixl
Get all the facts about Bendix Kansas City when the
Bendix placement representative visits your campus.

October 30-31
Or you may write to E. D. Cox
at Box 303-8, Kansas City, Mo. 64131.

KansasCity
Division
Prime contractor to AEC . . . Equal Opportunity Employer
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The PV Address

Four score and like seven years ago, our great
granddads brought forth
on this great pad, a new
dance, conceived in the
Boo-Ga-Lu and dedicated
to the proposition that we
can slow drag as close as
we want to.
Now we are engaged in
a great dance revolution.
Testing whether the Robot,
or the Bus Stop, or the
Iron Horse can long endure. Now we are met on
the great ballroom floor
of that revolution. We
have come to dedicate a
portion of this dance floor
to soul singers like James
Brown, Jerry Butler, The
Temptations, Issac Hayes,
and other great singers,
without whose music we
could not dance. Although
it seems both fitting and
proper that we do this, we
cannot. We cannot dedicrate, we cannot hollow
cate, we cannot concenthis floor, I don't care how
hard you Afro-Twist. The
brave students who have

0

~~te; ;~~~~ ~~!e f;;:n~
centrated it far above our
powers to do so. The world
will not note, nor long remember the records we
play here, but it will never
forget how we did our
tt~:ig. Therefore it is for
us the younger generation
to be dedicated to the unfinished work of carrying
on our soulful songs and
dances, as those students
who have gone on before
> us have so nobly taught us.
It is that we, along with
such singers as Smokey
Robinson and the Miracals,
Jerry Butler, Issac Hayes,

I h

Spot ig tCONTINUED, from Page 3

delightful picture. So now _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
you see, men's fashions are
just as versatile as womens, because they too are
able to change their accessories.
Larry is a handsome
sophomore here on Prairie
View's campus, and he believes a young man should
maintain his dignity by
looking his part as well as
portraying his role.

Bennie is a Junior here
on campus, often referred
to as "Mr. Debonair". As
you can plainly see he is a
fashion conscious young
man and lives with the
wheels of fashion. That is
from knits to suede's, from
leather to alligator, and of
course this includes your
silks and mohairs.
Lets keep these young
pacesetters in mind. They
might enhance your ideas
in the line of fashion. Who
knows, men of Prairie
View, it might get you
that "chick" you've been
, yeing all year.

WELCOMES YOU
ST. FRANCIS' CHURCH AND STUDENT CHAPEL
(Adjacent to Campus)

Vicar: Father Jomes Moore -

857-3590

SUNDAY SERVICE
9:00 a.m.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
10:15 a.m.
Monday thru Thursday
5,30 p-m.

ST. MARTIN de PORRES
CATHOLIC CHURCH
(on the street behind the Freeze King)

SUNDAY MASS -

10:00 A.M.

Taxi to Oiurch outside Evans Hall at 9,30 a.m.

DAILY MASS -

5:00 P.M.

Chaplain: Fr. Robert Bowen, S.S. J.

or

PERSONALITY
SPOTLIGHT

The
Supremes,
James
Brown, and The Temptations, take great pride in
achieving the cause that
we are all giving our full
measure of devotion. That
cause Being that one nation under Motown shall
have a new birth of song
and da~ce, and that music
of soul, by soul, and for
soul shall not perish from
the face of this earth.
ALFIE

THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH

.,.
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Office (Campus) - Grounds Building.
e Hours: Monday thru Friday 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Church Phone: 857-3351

LT. COL. JOSEPH HATHAWAY, Texas National Guard, and chief pilot and ground school instructor,
for the FIP, demonstrates preflight inspection of the
Cessna 150's flaps to MIDN Lawrence Perea and
MIDN Niley Rosemond.

NROTC Flight Indoctrination
Commences
The NROTC Flight In- The government pays all
doc t r i n a t i o n Program expenses.
(FIP) officially commencThe FIP is a voluntary
activity for midshipmen
ed at Prairie View A & M, who are interested in servSaturday, October 11, as ing on active duty as Namidshipmen in the pro- val or Marine Corps pilots.
gram enrolled in ground Due to the cost of the proschool on campus and later gram, rigid entry requirements must be met. Appliflew their first flight from cants must pass an AviaHooks Memorial Airport in tion Qualification Test,
Tomball.
Navy flight physical, and
The Navy sponsored obtain minimum scores on
Flight Indoctrination Pro- a Flight Aptitude rating.
gram (FIP) offers advanc- In addition, midshipmen
ed midshipmen an oppor- must be highly motivated
tunity to fly while attend- to fly, as the program ening college. The program tails volunteering approxiincludes approximately 40 mately ten hours per week.
hours of flight and 36
Senior midshipmen Hall
hours of ground instruction a nd Rosemond , and Junior
by a certified FAA com- midshipmen Perea, Kelly,
mercial aviation school - and Yates, have successmore than enough to qual- fully qualified for the FIP
ify for a private pilot's li- and are currently enrolled
cense.
in flight training. Ground
The FIP, initiated in school is being conducted
1962 and now in operation on campus and training
in nearly every NROTC flights are flown in the
unit in the U. S., provides Cessna 150 from Hooks
a chance for midshipmen Memorial Airport.
to learn to fly at no exAll training is under the
pense to himself. The All training is under the
training, worth approxi- direction of Space City
mately $1,000 per midship- Aircraft C o r p o r a t i on,
man,
includes
ground, "Chart Air," located at
dual, and solo flight in- Hooks Memorial Airport.
struction, textbooks, navi- LCDR FREDERICK, Exgational equipment, flight ecutive Officer, is the cogear, and transportation to ordinating officer for FIP.
and from the flying school. . Upon graduation and

PERSONALITIES Flowers.
by Adrian Cooper
This week's spotlight
shines brightly on two
Houstonians who are Miss
Sondra Nicholas and Mr.
Emiel Flowers, Jr. Sondra,
a graduate of Wheatley, is
a Junior majoring in
Clothing and Textiles and
minoring in Home Economics Education. She is
serving as the Pershing
Rifles Sweetheart for the
year of 69-70, she is also

Sondra Nicholas and Emiel
a member of the Newman
Club and the Houston PV
Club. Emiel, a graduate of
Washington is a Sophomore majoring in Biology
and minoring in Chemistry. He participates in the
United Men's Congress,
The Junior Fellow Organization, The Press Club and
The Houston PV Club. We
the members of the Panther staff wish all the success to these two deserving
young people.

.

What Am I Really
By Ella Lewis
Listen my boy, your mother once said,
You knelt at her feet
She touched your head
And whispered in a voice so low,
"Into this world you soon will go,"
As a man.
Twenty-one years, they flew so fast!
Athlete, student, college man, grad.
You've made it now, your life is your own.
"Come here boy". You began to groan
Because you'd forgotten your Uncle Sam,
But he didn't; forget you, you lucky ham.
You been just a boy, a man and then,
You're twenty one years old and a boy, again.
earn their coveted ''Wings
of Gold" and later learn to
fly the current Navy jet
fighters, attack, and patrol
aircraft used in today's
modern fleet.

commissioning, successful
Navy and Marine Corps
aviators will be assigned to
the Naval Air Basic Training Command at Pensacola, Fla., where they will
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Dr. Berry Selected To
Education Who's Who
The Editors of Who's
Who in American Higher
Education have selected
Dr. J. E. Berry from the
Biology Department of
Prairie View A & M College for inclusion in their
latest edition. According to
the Editorial Board, the
criteria for selection included position, tenure,
awards, publications, and

Biography of
Miss Homecoming
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contributio~s to the hi~h-

~ ~ademic ~mdmh~rutBy.

r. erry receive
1S
•
A. and M. A. from Fisk
University and Ph.D. from
the University of Notre
Dame. He has been a member of the Prairie View biology staff since 1956.

Profiles
CONTINUED from Page 6
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There was a time that
players would call Robert
Harden Baby Huey, but if
they do it now they will
do it behind his 'back. Harden is developing into a
fine football player.

and playing center, Jerry
Wallace is either nutter or
he just loves to play football and Jerry loves to
play football. He started
all ten games at center as
LARRY DEMERSON,
a freshman last season.
Jr., 6-3 240 0. G., Marlin,
No. 61
ROBERT HARDEN,
Larry is a good student
Soph., 6-5 280 0. T., Tex- and also a good pulling
arkana, No. 72
; guard. Last season, he

played under the shadow could be his year.
of Otis F. Lewis and JohnMAURICE McGOWAN,
ny Jernigan, but this year
Soph.,
5-11 185, Housto~
he is expect.eel to earn a tiNo. 17
tle of his own.
The "Little General",
WILL IE LIMBRICK, has as much leadership as
Jr., 5-11, 185 H. B., Hous- Napoleon and just as much
ton, No. 24
determination. He throws
Limbrick is one of the the ball well, moves the
fastest men on the team. ball, but may have a height
Once he tucks a football problem, but if given a
under his wings, he can chance he'll get the job
really turn it on. This done.

I
:
I

Mrs. Celestine Tisdale
Barnes is the oldest of the
four daughters of Nolan
and Ora Lee Tisdale, born
on February 3, 1938, in
Wharton, Texas.
She attended the public
schools in Wharton, graduating
from
Wharton
Training High School in
May, 1955 as salutatorian
of her class. In September,
1955, she entered Prairie
View A. and M. College,
majoring in Business Education and minoring in
Elementary Education.
While there, she participated in many organizations including the Y. W.
C. A., Alpha Pi Mu Chapter of Alpha Kappa Mu
National Honor Society,
and Club 26. She was
"Miss Crescendo" of 1958
and had the esteem honor
of wearing the title of
'Miss Prairie View of
1959".
In May, 1959, she received a Bachelor of Science
Degree from Prairie View
A. and M. College. She immediately began work toward a Master of Education Degree which she received from Texas Southern University in August,
1965, majoring in Elementary Education. She
has further study at The
University of Houston.
1
Since September, 1959, 1
he has been employed asl
a teacher in the Houston
Independent School Dis-I
trict, where she has work- ·
ed as an elementary teacher. Presently, she is a fifth !
grade teacher at River :
Oaks Elementary School,
1
Houston, Texas.
She is a member of the
Houston Teachers Association, Texas State Teachers
Association, and National
Education Association.
She is a member of Del-I
ta Sigma Theta Sorority
and Vice President of Houston Chapter of National
Tots and Teens.
Her husband, since June,
1961, is Thomas E. Barnes,
a 1958 Prairie View Graduate, who is also employed
by the Houston Independent School District at
Williams High
School.
They are the proud parents of one six year old
daughter, Jenise Levette, a
first grader at St. Anne's
School.
They are members of
New Hope Baptist Church,
Rev. M. M. Pierson is the
Pastor.
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*CEILING
AND
VISIBILITY
UNLIMITED
At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft "ceiling and visibility unlimited"
is not just an expression. For example, the President of our
parent corporation joined P&WA only two years after receiving an engineering degree. The preceding President, now
Chairman, never worked for any other company. The current
President of P&WA started in our engineering department
as an experimental engineer and moved up to his present
position. In fact, the majority of our senior officers all have
one thing in common - degrees in an engineering or
scientific field.

To insure CAVU*, we select our engineers and scientists
carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate education opportunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can
manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.
Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL •
AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •
MARINE • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEM•
ISTRY • METALLURGY • MATERIALS SCIENCE • CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCIENCE• ENGINEERING SCIENCE• ENGINEERING MECHANICS.
Consult your college placement officer - or write Mr.
William L. Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

CAVU* might also mean full utilization of your technical sllills
through a wide range of challenging programs which indude jet
engines for the newest military and commercial aircraft, gas
turbines for industrial and marine use, rocllet engines for space
programs, fuel cells for space vehicles and terrestrial uses, and
other advanced systems.

e

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

DIVISION 01" UNITE~
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PV Drops Cotton
Bowl Game 36-21
To Bishop College

Prairie View's /969-70

Basketball Outlook
BY JOE BOOKER
returning starter. The forThe optimistic attitude, mer Wheatley - Houston
that has long been a char- captain is groomed to peracter of Prairie View's bas- form up to expected potenketball coach William Co- tials.
field is slowly changing
Leroy Gamble, a 6-4 junhim into an engulfed pessi- ior forward Houston mist.
Wheatley; Wilbert Parker,
After losing four start- a 6-2 junior guard from
ers and 6-10 Ennis Watson Houston - Yates; Glen
from last year's team Co- Parker, a 6-4 junior forfield has almost thrown in ward from Houston
the towel. Watson, a soph- Washington; and Tommy
omore was Prairie View's Ricks, a 6-5 senior forward
biggest hope to give the from Lubbock, are the rePanthers a banner year.
mammg returning vets.
Cofield now meets his Ricks was in-eligible last
adversaries and indulges season and is expected to
in such subjects as - ice play an important role i_n
hockey, chinese moth or the Panthers bid for a win~
the stock market, while ig- ning season.
noring any conversation
Cofield has confessed
about basketball.
that he'll go along with
Even though the Panth- most of his freshmen and
ers will lack everything he has seven who are exbut desire, opponents won't pected to play a great deal.
roll-over in laughter when
Walter McCowan, a 6-4
the Panthers show up for a forward from Houston contest.
Lee is the prize of the
At guard, Cofield will freshmen picks. McCowan
Jiave to replace three-time scored over 3,000 points in
All - Co.nference performer his high school career and
Oscar Williams and replac- is groomed to be an outing players of Oscar's tal- standing college performent isn't an easy task. er. Henry Dyer, a 6-1
Marcus Boney is gone at guard from Oxford, Penncenter, while David Mitch- sylvania also has Cofield
ell and Clarence Bolden, tickled to death with his
have vacated the forward realous play.
spots. Bolden was named
Herbert Guin, a 6-0
to the Associated Press guard from Charlotte, N.
Little All - America team C.; James Millege, a 6-5
last year.
·center from Lisbon, LouCarl Settles, a flashy 5- isiana; Ronald Bradshaw,
11 senior guard is the only a 6-6 center from Wauke-

IT'S HARD, BUT IT'S FAIR. It
a. Jot of Bishop Tigers to stop the
Panther ha.II carrier above, but Bishop

rook

won The Dallas Classic played on October 18.

Panther Defense Something To See
The thing to watch on
the football field now a
days is the defensive team,
and the Panther's defensive team under the supervision of coaches John
Tankersley and Samuel
Lindsey is really something to see.
The defensive line is
composed of all Jr. and
Soph. with Freshmen in
the backup positions. The
leaders on the line are Luther (Hurricane) Gentry,
Leslie Hudson, and Charles Lyday. Gentry is a 6'7"
285 lb. tackle from Dallas,
Texas. Hudson is a 6'5"

290 lb. tackle from Houston, Texas. Lyday, the
smallest of the three, is a
6'2" 230 lb. guard from
Wichita Falls. The charge
of these three young men
are both constant and
hard.
The defensive line is
backed up by a host of
linebackers and defensive
backs among which are the
two 1969 team captains
Bivian Lee and James
Bagby. The job of middle
linebacker is held by one
Ted Mercer. Mercer does
an excellent job of keeping
the middle of our defen-

gan, Illinois, and Joe Johnson, a 6-5 forward from
Galveston, are also steady
performers.

PV Spoils Ark. AM&N

Bishop Tiger quarterback Edward Smith pitched three touchdown passes
to spark his team to a 3621 win over Prairie View
A&M Panthers in the Cotton Bowl Saturday night.
Bishop held a narrow
10-7 lead when Smith
cranked up. He passed six
yards to Anderson Singleton 20 seconds before the
half to get Bishop a 16-7
advantage, then passed six
to Leonard Johnson and 42
to Singleton again to give
the Tigers a 29-7 bulge.
Prairie View quarterback Allen Merchant of
Houston Kashmere passed
for a touchdown to James
Wilson early in the gan1e
to give the Panthers their
only lead, then carried over
from the eight as the third
quarter ended, making the
score 29-14.

sive line close tight. The
newest addition to the defensive backfield is Paul
Kearney, a 6'1" 190 lb.
Soph. from Wharton, Texas. Paul looks as though
he may follow in the footsteps of his brother, a former Prairie View great,
View ..... .. .. . .... 7 . o 7 7-21
who is now defensive back Prairie
BishOP ...... . . . .. . .. .. . 10 . 6 13 7-36
for the Kansas City Chiefs.
~VT~.:1rs fJe~dJ~),.s from Merchant
kick)
Coaches Tankersley and (BurQess
B--Barnes 3 run (Tiqer kick)
Lindsey are proud of their fai'le;ir inqleton 6 cass from Smith (kick
B- Johnson 6 pass from Smith (kick
defensive squads but never failed)
B--Si119leton G cass from Smith (Tiger
stop trying to improve kick)
PY- Merchant 8 run (run fa i led)
them, and with almost all
B- Dedrick 60 lnterceoted cass (Tiq..)
of them returning next kick
PV--Lee 100 interceoted cass (Burgess
cass from Hundson)
year look out S. W. A. C.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Homecoming 22-14
The Prairie View A&M
College Panthers defeated
Arkansas AM&N Lions,
22-14 in an upset Sa turday, October 25.
Scoring for the Panthers
included John Harvey, who
caught a 4-yard TD pass;
Charles Williams, 63 yard
pass from Luther Hudson;
Gentry Powell, one yard
plunge; and kicks by
Freddie Bennett, a 21 yard
field goal and one extra
point.

Cheerleaders gave their
r. A reported 20,000 atClassic.

Something To Watch Music By
The original Black Box. Unique and Beautiful. A flickering spectrum of colors like the rainbow hues
of a misty summer rain. Plug the Black Box into any electrical outlet and any kind of music takes on a
new dimension in listening pleasure. Everv beat of the music ... Pop-Rock-Ballad-Folk, or semiclassical ... is matched with a splashing flicker of brilliant amber, red, blue green, and maroon lights.
The Black Box brings you the psychedelic color of a real discotheque. Parties,swinging happeni
come alive with the original Black Box.
It's your thing to watch music by.

$14.95
Plus $1.00 for mailing and insurance
(Texas residents add 64, state tax)

(::,.._ _

COMPLETE AND MAIL THIS FORM

~~

........ t.~~.':?.~~.<?~ _e_~-?-~.~ ~-~~- ..... -~ \\
Psychedelite Distributors
5502Ave. S
Galveston, Texas 77550
Please send __ Black Boxes. My check,
cash or money order is attached.
Name
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Zip

GOLF TEAM - The Prairie View
Golf Team with the addition of Sappenrer, Shaw and Pryor are waiting in
the wings to defend their Southwest.em
Conference Championship. The returning vererans are Jackson, Land, Reed,
and Sanders. This yea.r's team will be

coached by Wendell Davis, a former
Prairie View Panther and a member of
the 1952 Olympic- Team. While this
year's team will be minus Valentine and
Leonard Jones, it is expected that the
additions ca.n make up the slack.

